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Abstract- In this paper we are analyzing time problem during small business. This is the business which consist all 

types of things to attract all era's generation. It is the place where entrepreneur gives importance to time. Because in this 

era people do not have time, they don’t want to waste their single second for waiting for their order ,so putting all the stuff  

in mind we innovate this idea which is workholic "where people compete with time". In this business people get their 

orders in the decided time. It is like a chance for the customer to take their order additional one in free. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As we all know that all things are customer oriented (leading)   market, as customer plays a precious role in any new 

startup and growth of any business. It leads us to survey in which we directly interact with the store owner, who 

experience as in which other businesses are lacking and what they actually want from the market. What's their views ideal 

business and focus many points. So from this survey we observed that maximum customer prefer time saving than money 

saving. 

 

As now a days in this era there is lack of time. And no one get things on time. As observe customer want order within 

time and with good quality. When customer do not have time they are ready to spend any amount, they focus on saving 

time as they save time they can make more money. It is not affect to them to spend more in comparison with time. As in 

nearest shop they start preparing the order of customer after they come to shop and place the order, but customer  want 

to save time as they place order and within 2-3 min they want order to be ready with the satisfaction of taste and quality. 

We identify solution, TIME RULE BUSINESS PLAN- In this business we serve the services to the customer on the top 

of the knife which is in time. In our business we use the basic tool to attract customer is time saving services. In our 

business main motive is to save customer time as we provide them before arrival order ready services, customer place 

delivery within ideal time, customer order ready with the ideal time. As if customers do not get their things with in 

standard time then store owner will pay them as our penalty in way of double order in single payment. If customer wants 

other things in same payment then store owner will fulfill their requirements in same cost. 

 

2. WHERE WE WILL IMPLEMENT? 
 

The plan is already discussed so now time to explain where to implement this plan. So the places where customers are not 

satisfied with the services like cafe, restaurant, fast food shops, region food shops and etc., We replace that all 

unsatisfaction customer of the with the satisfaction with TRB-Plan. The place, where is the existence of the crowd we 

implement our idea which is TRB Plan. As the customer is the king of the market, so it is Very important for the business 

to keep their customers happy. At that platform we are the winner in the market and the TRB-Plan is get successful. And 

TRB-Plan became that platform where customers will enjoy. 
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3. HOW TO IMPLEMENT? 
 

How to implement this is the execution of our TRB-Plan.  Our TRB-Plan main motive is to save time of the customers so 

our business based upon time management. And time management is quite interesting with the penalty. Implementation of 

our plan starts from crowd places coaching classes, hostels, offices etc. online complaints are inevitable; how firm 

responds can difference. There are techniques those managers can use not only to minimize the detrimental impact of 

online complaints but also to produce beneficial outcomes. [2] We start our plan to be executed with small capital. Firstly 

we start with needed stuff as coffee, one plate meal and energy drinks. And all this execute as:- 

 

3.1 Within 10 min customers will get order (10 min café holics). 

In cafe holics 10 min signifies the time in which the order should be ready from the time customer place the order. When 

customer enter in shop then he seats and then  our waiter take the order after that on the table there is a watch which 

provide the facility to customer to check the time of their order. As if the customer does not get their order within 

standard time then customer can claim for extra order within same cost.  

 

3.2 Within 12 min customers will get order in meal shop. 

In this plan we serve proper homemade plate to the customer which fulfills the requirement of those who do not get the 

lunch and dinner from home. This is the basic need which all required as most of the people live out of their home town 

and they do not get food which is like a home which affects their health. So these plans fulfill customer need as proper 

food. And the other types of food and fast food like South Indian dishes, Italian and Chinese. And the food which we are 

serving all has standard time of competition in 12 min. And if in case time is elapse so we provide them one additional 

order as a penalty.  

 

3.3 Within 15 min customers will get order in restaurant and resort. 

If customer wants to get order within decided time then as per TRB-PLAN store owner will be capable to fulfill customer 

needs in restaurant and resort 

 

3.4 Within 5 min customers will get order in drink shop 

In this we serve energetic drinks like juices, shakes etc. to the customers. As like other plan for foods and coffee same this 

plan have    standard time for order completion which is 10 min. And it also has the same penalty for store owner. And 

store owner will give additional same order or other type of order to customer. Apart from food business we can 

implement anywhere. If store owner are not capable to fulfill customer order within time then store owner will give extra 

food items or anything which depend on customer at same cost. 

 

4. WHICH THING ATTRACT CUSTOMERS 
 

Without customers, business cannot run so TRB-PALN is main focus to attract customers as much as they can. So 

providing penalty by store owner as one additional order so  it's attract customer as much as we can because as youngster 

like challenges so they come at shop for win. And youngster do not have the time to spend more, so as for saving their 

time they will choose our shop only again and again. As when come to free people attract more so as in app sharing 

customer got one coffee free when his friend download our app with reference from him and then he visit our shop so 

referential person got one coffee free or coupon to come at coffee with his friend or any one. And the atmosphere of our 

TRB-Plan which attracts customers to spend their most time there, to provide them a place where they can feel relax, 

study and enjoy with their friends and take their family to spend time with child, wife and parents. Although a fast service 

encounter pace might increase revenues for the service provider, its consequences on customer satisfaction can be 

detrimental. [1] 
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5. WORKING AND SERVICES 
 

We facilitate the customer to provide their order within standard time. If it will not complete within standard time so then 

we have to pay them penalty as give one additional order. We make our application on which customer can place the order 

at their home, office, coaching etc. from anywhere, so it will to save time as when they arrived in shop then order get 

ready. We will make one application which helps customer, it also have the timer, which start from the time when 

customer places the order. Once a shop is set up with all this and started earning profit, then open a new shop at another 

place to cover up all the crowdie areas. Set the new shop with the same stuff which is limited. When all the areas. Get 

covered then start growing all the shops as per their own profits.  

 

5.1 Working of  shop 

First of all we will setup our mini shops, then we will analyze, how many workers need at the time of working hours. After 

that we will distribute our workers as per shops. Sometimes one shop can need 3 workers and other shop can need 5 to 10 

workers. We will decide as per requirements. In every mini shop or business one worker will present for note timing of 

customer and handle watch at every table. If combine shop then there are 5 workers for the coffee orders, 3 workers will 

present for the energy drinks setup and 7 workers for the meal setup, and we will provide two waiters for service. The 

channel-customer relationship has traditionally been managed via a push approach in communication with the hope of 

cultivating customer loyalty. [3] And store owner will handle all workers. We will open one application based on TRB-

PLAN plan which is used for online placed order. 

 

5.2  Layout of desk 
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Fig.5.2 layout diagram of timer desk 

 

5.2 Service for worker. 

 

Store owner will handle all workers. Store owner will give specific time to worker for completion of order. If worker will 

not capable to complete order with in time then time manager will note such type of order delayed by xyz worker and 

whole team then store owner will reduce money (specific amount of item) from payment. Such type of rules will help to 

store owner because store owner can complete order within time from worker. 
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6. BENEFITS OF TRB-PLAN 
 

TRB PLAN is new idea which will come in market. So as the youngster are always welcome to new, so they are excited to 

taste the new thing, examine it and test it. There are some advantages of TRB-PLAN below:- 

 

1. Youngster always ready for the challenges, so our penalty is just like a challenge to the customers. So as they never give up 

so they tried come again and again to win 

2.  No one have time to waste, so all people think about target to save their time as much as they can. So our shop is based 

on time saving so they use our app to make order so that when they out of their work they will get their order completed. 

3. As we discussed above about the penalty and timing which create the patience to the customer as they know that he will 

get his order within that standard time neither he will get additional order. As in both side customer have the benefit if 

target achieve so his time will saved if not he get two order in one order price. 

4. Capture whole market by store owner. 

5. It can implement anywhere. 

 

7. ADVERTISEMENT 
 

For growth of each and every business it's important to advertise their business, to inform more and more people about 

business, facility and advantages for the customers to attract them. When we will start our business for advertisement we 

will provide first 50 customers coupons in which they can invite additional person for free order. And with them we take 

physical survey that how much they like our services and what improvements they want for next time when they visit. For 

the advertisement of our shop in the application we provide them one coffee free if they share this app to his friend and 

they visit our shop. We can convey about TRB-PLAN with the help of application. User-generated reviews are valuable 

resources for consumers to gain information on product which has significant impact on their decision-making. With the 

development of social network services, consumers are exposed to reviews coming from friends and the crowd. [6] We 

consider a hybrid business model in which the provider offers both a subscription service to viewers and an advertising 

service to advertisers. [4]  

 

8. FUTURE SCOPE 
 

TRB-Plan is best for future scope for customer and as well as for us. In this plan it will facilitate time saving, friendly 

atmosphere and best services which they require most. We will provide the best facility to customers and provide 

comfortable place to customer. Time to time our business will grow with the customers. As when customers requirements 

got fulfill they want to come this place again and again which grow our business day by day. We setup our business at 

every crowdie place so that we can available to each and every best service for customer. In future we will provide facility 

to customer like home delivery or at the place where they want in its standard time. 

 

9. CONCLUSION 
 

TRB-Plan is TIME RULE BUSINESS PLAN which is business who fulfill all the requirements of the customer as save 

time, provide their order with quality, to facilitate order at any place and the place where they can enjoy their time with 

friend, family, love and any  one and even they can study or work to seat there. Our business plan will provide many 

facilities which satisfied the customer needs and requirements. We set that culture in our business which attract customer 

to come at shop and enjoy. 
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